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stage dimensions:

stage opening: 8m minimum
Depth: 6.50m minimum (public included)
Height under grill: 4m minimum

STAGE:

Black and clean floor at the arrival of the company, preferably black dance floor or black
background.

SET UP TIMING:

5 hours with pre-light set up according to plan provided.
This schedule includes the unloading, the installation of the scenery, the patch, the focus lights, the
review of the cues.

Lights:
We need :
> 13 x Beamers 1kW
> 2 x 1kW profiles (RJ 613SX type) with knives.
> 8 x PARS 64 CP62
> 3 x light stands from 1.00 to 1.80m.
> 18 x dimmer circuits of 2kW min (public included)
> 4 x PARS LED RGBD on the floor + DMX 3-pin kit.
We come with:
> 1 x Decoration garland
> 1 x Lamp type '' architect ''
> Console light = a computer and a USB controller.
> filters used LEE FILTERS 711, 747, 199, 201, 13

A lighting plan is attached at the end of this technical sheet.
Depending on the means available in your room, we can also adapt.

Sound:
All the sound is made live by the musicians on the stage. No recovery of sound is planned.
Video :
We come with our 4500 Lumens EPSON video projector, with his support equipped with a
projector hook for 50mm diameter tube. It will be suspended in the center on the tube. Thank you to
provide a direct electric 16A in shukko.
We come with 20m of VGA cable.
Régie:
We will need a standard table and chair to drop a computer as well as a Usb / Midi controller. Please
provide a DMX line long enough to install the control room.
Amenities - Catering – dressing room:
Provide: 1 dressing room with sink and shower nearby, clean wipes, soap, mirrors, lighting makeup,
fruit, dried fruit, coffee, sugar, milk, lemon, tea, coca, hot water, biscuits ...
This dressing room should be properly heated, with direct access to the stage, showers and toilets.
If possible, provide a hot meal before the performance for the whole troop (3 people) - time to be
agreed.
ATTENTION: Julie does not eat glutens! ...

In any case, do not hesitate to contact me for any questions ...
It is better for all questions to be raised before we arrive.
We will be able to see to do the best according to the possibilities of your place of reception.

